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Stanford Research   Institute  --  or SRI  OD  it  is widely known  around  the 

world -- was among  the   first   independent research organisations  to 

establish a broad  competence  in  Industrial  research and  consulting on 

an international   Beale.    Some of  its  v-xperience  is  related  and  should  be 

of Interest to this  UNIDO meeting on   institutional' collaboration as  an 

aid to industrialisation. 

But what, one may  ask,   is  the purpose of SRI  and what does  it do?    Our 

business is solving  problems   for  Industry and government  on  a  contract 

basis.    This includes  developing new products,  processes  and  techniques, 

studying the feasibility of new business  strategies,   improving information 

systems, finding new  investment possibilities,  exploring Industrial development 

potentials, assisting in the  transfer and application of modern technology, 

seeking answers   to  social and  economic  problems,   and aiding  in the growth of 

national economics. 

Thirty years ago,   SRI was created by  the trustees of Stanford University. 

This action was  taken as a result of  the efforts of a  few   far-seeing 

California industrialists who envisaged a need for objective research and 

consulting services,   a  linkage between a strong university and California 

Industry, an organisation staffed by well-qualified specialists with 

experience In Industrial research or management.    So It was   that SRI was 

founded on th    basis  of unlverslty-ir 'ustry joint inter   sts and in connection 

with a well known university. 

Although formal  ties were severed between Stanford University and SRI In 

1970,  close professional   co-operation on  an  individual  and   informal  basis 

continues and,   in  fact, works exceptionally well  from the  points of view of 

both institutions.     Neither would wish  for closer  ties which might lead to 

problems because of differing alma.     Both desire and promote  individual 

arrangements for   Institute Btaff members  to conduct research or occasional 

courses at the University and  for  faculty members  to participate in Institute 

client-sponsored  research projects. 

Generally,  in the United States,   the significant difference between academic 

and independent  research  institutions  is  in  the kind of  research performed  -- 

academic research   to  enhance knowledge  and understanding,  which Is often 
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related to the educational process,   In   contrast  to problem-solving research 

*  for  a variety of clients, which is almost always confidential  in nature. 

Universities  tend  towards publishable,  basic work  and avoid  client- 

confidential studies.     In this  context,  the  completely separated  operations 

of  the  two organisations  - Stanford University and SRI  --   together with 

considerable í »formal  collaboration,      >pears   to be most   îppropriate. 

One of SRI's strengths  as an applied research organisation designed to atsist 

industry and government,   lies  in Bize and diversity.    There are  3,000 staff 

members,   about  two thirds in professional and technical  categories.    Annual 

revenue is more  than $100 million.    As many as 1,000 new research projects 

are  initiated each year   for several hundred  company and government clients 

in some  130 research  fields  In over  60 countries  around the world.    Projects 

range across the physical and   life sciences,   the engineering sciences,   urban 

and social systems,  industrial and development economics,   and management 

systems.     Each project  requires the application of knowledge contained within 

one or more of  the scores of disciplines represented on the staff.    A single 

specialist or,  more often,  an  interdisciplinary team, may be assigned  to a 

project,   depending on its size and degree of complexity. 

Another  strength is derived  from a common characteristic  shared  by our 

projects;   they Involve efforts  to solve client-oriented,   tangible problems 

and  thus  the outcome of vork on each one is  important to both  the research 

organisation and the client  concerned.    We   term this work   'contract research' 

because  it is undertaken on an institutional  contract b/"»is for   clients  to 

assist in the solution of specific practical problems which lend  themselves 

to objective analysis.     The cost of such research is borne by  the client, 

either  public  or  private,  under a contract.     The  project   purposes,  scope, 

methodology,  cost and  time limitations must  all  be approved by   the client and 

are usually developed  in consultation.    As  a result, both  the  research 

Institution and  the client are stakeholders  in the project and  both co-operate 

to attain mutually desired ends. 

Over the years,  SRI has participated in the establishment of  a  number of 

industrial research organisations  --  In Japan,  Singapore,   India,  Lebanon, 

Brazil  and Peru,  and  in the United States.     An Interesting illustration Is our 

consulting assistance  in establishing,  and   then  developing  over more  than a 

decade,   the Nomura Research  Institute of Technology and  Economics in Tokyo  for 

the Nomura Securities  Company      Consulting  services have  concerned organisation, 
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management,   physical   plant  and  research  program planntnp,   as well  as 

co-operative relations between a  research  Ina ti tute,   such as  NRI,   and 

academic,   Industrial  and   governmental  organi satlons.     One report  Is  on 

the  advantages of  a management   training  Institution In Japan,   its 

affiliation  to NRI,   its  use by Japanese   Industry,  and  its  role vis-a-vis 

Japanese universities.     In  addition, we  accept NRI staff members as   trainees 

for up to a     jar at  our main offices   ind laboratories     i Menlo Park, 

California. 

At tines we conduct  Joint  atudiea with organisations  located where 

moat of the field work ia  to be done.     This has been a particularly 

beneficial arrangement for projects which are designed to train local 

organisation personnel,   or which demand a considerable amount of on-site 

investigation best  carried out  by individuals  familiar with local 

conditions. 

A gord example was an enquiry into comparative costs  of supplying the 

physical and social  infrastructure required by industry in urban centres 

of different sizes  In developing countries.    The reaearch was centered on 

the industrial growth requirements of selected cities in  nothern India. 

It was undertaken Jointly by a  three-way partnership composed of SRI,   the 

School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi, with a central purpose of 

training city planners,  and the Small  Industry Extension Training Institute, 

Hyderabad,  engaged  In analyses  of problems of small and medium sized 

manufacturing plants. 

A veil integrated  approach by the institutions and professional understanding 

and teamwork by the specialists  in thia  three-party union led to valuable 

conclusions.    Theae conclusions,   published over eight years ago,   remain 

relevant today for  urban  industrial development and city planning.     In  fact, 

the  final paragraph of  the sunmary of  the report is on target for   this 

UNIDO meeting 

'The present report therefore points   to two 

pervasive needs  in promoting industrial growth 

and better urban development:   more adequate 

funding of  interprofessional   collaboration  in 

both operating and research programs ;  and more 

deliberate,  broad-based  exchanges between 

public  agencies  and industrial  Investors 

whose combined  resources will   shape  the cities 

of   tomorrow.' 
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At pre.ent we have non-exclusive co-operative agreements on a project-by-project 

basis with  two private  consultancy groups -  one in  Iran and  the other  head- 

quartered  in Kuwait covering the Arab world.     In both caaes, we «re jointly 

engaged in several specific economic and management  improvement étudie.. 

Thl.  combination of professional  expe   Lenee  in the   teeh ologically  advanced 

Western world and  intimate knowledge  of  the  local  environment and  practice. 

Is  found  to be vc~y advantageous  in meeting  the needs of  industry and 

government in developing countries. 

SRI ha. been a member of the World Association of  Industrial and Technological 

Research Organisations since its  inception in October 1970,   the  founding SRI 

metsbsr .erving as  the United States  member of the Executive Committee and also 

its Chairman.    We have  taken an active part in furthering the work of  the 

association, collaborating with  the Secretary-General on such matters as 

organisation of conferences,   aolicltatlon of support,  recruitment of member., 

and structuring of a program designed to provide applied training for  personnel 

of WA1TR0 member, in developing countries.    A. we see It,   this 85 member 

organisation ha. made valuable  contribution,  to developing country institutions, 

but benefits to Its European and North American members  are less easily 

observed. 

It now appears  that WAITRO is  about  to be more active and move  further  towards 

Its main objective:  the exchange of experience in  industrial research and research 

management.    Working groups are to b* establi.hed  to study common,  .peciflc 

problems,   such as information  exchange systems,   Information retrieval  and 

dissemination,   training in industrial research,  and source, of  funding.    As 

these activities progress, WAITRO should become .trengthened and be a greater 

force for  co-operation among  its memberB. 

SRI has  participated over an exten.ive period in  the industrialisation 

of developing countries.    In  general,  this has been through two principal 

channels  -- first, by development planning,   Institution building and 

other technical assistance to  third world public  agencies in many countries — 

Columbia and Peru,  India and  Pakistan,  Iran and Saudi Arabia,   for example -- 

and .econd,   through technical  and economic research and management odvlsory 

services  for private sector  corporations,   often multinational   in nature, 

with Interests   in the  third world.     From thl. experience using both channels, 

several   concept, have emerged  in our approach  to  Industrialisation     : 
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Industrial advancement 1B a very broud-baeed process that 

encompasses  the modernisation of agricultural,  transportation, 

communications,   energy, urban and social systems,  as well as 

the Implantation of manufacturing Industry. 

Th    technology  to be used    hould be appropri  te to the physical, 

human and capital resources available and to the economic,  social 

and political  parameters determining their optimum employment. 

Progress with industrialisation of the developing countries has 

taken them to  the stage where  they have no choice but to adopt 

technology compatible with that of the industrialised countries, 

to enable the  former to compete effectively in an Interdependent 

world. 

Developing countries need to greatly Increase indigenous 

capabilities  for analysing socio-economic implications of the 

technological and other changes  they seek.    These countries need 

help in sharpening their skills In systems analysis,  decision 

analysis, Intelligence evaluation,  forecasting and long-range 

planning. 

These concepts call for  an approach to industrial growth and to the transfer 

of technology that emphasises modernisation rather than Industrialisation, 

•conomlcally and socially efficient t-chnology rather  than advanced technology, 

technology compatible with that of the Industrialised countries,  a tnultl- 

diiciplinary approach to problem solving and more Joint collaboration between 

organisations in the Western and third worlds.    Some of the activities of 

SRI consistent with such an approach are 

International meetlngB in various countries  that bring together 

business and government leaders  from industrialised and developing 

countries  to discuss topics  of  current Interest. 

Multicllent  sponsored, world-wide programs on such topics as 

industrial  chemicals,  energy,  minerals availability,   health 

Industries  and  financial Institutions.     Included also  is our 

Business Intelligence Program,   in on-ßolnn,  international study 

of the business world. 
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Industrial development advisory  services encompassing national 

economic and social  planning,  urban and  regional  development, and 

nanpover planning. 

Industrial  research  and consultancy services  encompassing market 

and feasibility analysis,   choice of technology, management policy 

and practise, manpower  training and many other  subjects. 

Technical  support   for applied research institutes or  consulting 

groups established  to undertake  technical, economic  and social 

research,  or for development planning agencies working on a 

national or sectorial basis.    The possibility exists  for either 

a specific project agreement,  or a long-term continuing 

relationship where one or more of our  staff members  take up 

residence in the country in an advisory capacity. 

Acceptance of International fellows from client firms or co-operating 

research groups.     Selected staff members of such firms or groups 

spend from two months to one year In a Western setting for research 

Internships and  to learn relevant techniques  through actual 

participation. 

A look Into the future, although speculative and haasrdous, may help bring 

perspective to the present      Dr. W.loon B.  Gibson, our Executive Vice President 

and President of SRI  International,  recently published his  thinking for 

international corporations on 8ocio-economlc evolutionary trends around the 

world in th. 21st Century.     Highlights applicable to this UNIDO meeting are    : 

The urge  to Industrialise in developing lands will accelerate 

as populations  rise and become more urbanised. 

More and more of  the world's  production will shift to areas 

of resource and population concentrations. 

The highly developed nations will gradually become 'post- 

tnduatrlallsed  societies' with greater and greater emphasis 

on the services. 
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Ths flow of world resources will increasingly be governed by 

multinational agr«ementa. 

A major effort will be mad« to increase agricultural production 

and productivity,  especially in food-deficient regione. 

International  trade will continue to rise as barriers are 

reduced and economic decision-making is broadened. 

Mot« and more powers in business will  shift  to governments,  while 

mors and more International agencies and agreements will daal with 

pressing business problems. 

World corporations will be much more a collection of partners - 

including governments - rather than national  Instrument». 

Buslnesi will be increasingly challenged to assume more and mor« 

national and International social and public reiponsibilities. 

In this paper for UNIDO, we have shared our experiences in international 

Industrial collaboration.    In sum, ws are an International resource with a 

mission  to serve both industry and government and we hope that,  in so doing, 

we are helping improve living standards and assisting In desired growth and 

change In developing countries. 
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